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Spacers Wanted!Spacers Wanted!
Men of Heart! Men of Action!
Ship paid off and left you IN-ATMOSPHERE? 
Are your fortunes still held HOSTAGE by the Navy's PRIZE COURT?
Seek your NEW FORTUNE amongst the WORLDS of the Barbary!
Captain Alexis Carew, late of HER MAJESTY’S Royal Navy
HERO of Giron!
SAVIOR of Man’s Fall!
Now commanding the Private Ship
MONGOOSE
In action against Vile Pirates and Nefarious Slavers,
The Very SERPENTS of the BARBARY!
Captain Carew’s first command saw each Man near
FOUR HUNDRED POUNDS
Prize Money!
Her last saw Salvage of
TWO MILLION GUINEAS!
Only the FINEST shall be ACCEPTED!
Apply berth 32, Ring 7, Quayside
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Even with no war on, there are always battles to fight.

A cease-fire in the war with Hanover leaves Lieutenant Alexis Carew on half-pay, in-atmosphere, and with her ship

laid up in ordinary until called upon once more for the “needs of the Service.” She was, at least, lucky enough to be in

her home star system when here last ship, HMS Nightingale, paid off, unlike much of her former crew. 

She’s left to help manage her family lands, though still with no certainty she’ll be allowed to inherit them. It would be

a tranquil, peaceful life, if not for the influx of asteroid miners seeking their fortunes, the uncertainties of her

inheritance, and the nagging certainty that her current life is not what she really wants.

She’d give anything to command a ship again.
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